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The Galactic Halo
Image from SDSS (original 
“field-of-streams” image 
created by V. Belokurov).

Halo littered with streams and 
substructures.

Surviving and perished dwarf 
galaxies live in the halo.



Why study the Galactic halo?

1) Dark Matter
• Halo of “visible” stars, streams, globular clusters and satellites extend to significant fraction of virial 

radius of the Galaxy: can map mass distribution of dark matter. 
• Lowest mass dwarfs ever discovered: at boundary between dwarfs and ”dark” subhaloes: can probe 

nature of dark matter.

2) Galactic Archaeology
• Debris of accreted dwarf galaxies a “memory” of the Galaxy’s accretion history: can piece together 

assembly of a galaxy star-by-star.

3) Near-Field Cosmology
• Dwarf galaxies (both surviving and destroyed) form very early: probe earliest stages of galaxy 

formation (e.g. epoch of reionization). 



i) Dark Matter



Mass of the Milky Way
• How much dark matter is there? 

How is it distributed?
• Total mass is a “degree of 

freedom” in most Galactic 
measurements.
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• Underestimated systematic errors, 
untested methods, noisy data, 
missing data…
• But now we have Gaia!



Satellite Dynamics

• Compare observed satellite dynamics to 
sample from EAGLE simulations.
• HST+Gaia observations of classical Satellites 

with 6D Phase Space.
• Callingham, Cautun, Deason, Frenk + (2019)
• Observe !, #, #$

Callingham, Cautun, Deason, Frenk+ (2019)



Distribution Function of satellites

• EAGLE simulations
• 1,200 Systems
• 14,000 Satellites
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Callingham, Cautun, Deason, Frenk+ (2019)



Inferring the Mass
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Callingham, Cautun, Deason, Frenk+ (2019)



Inferring the Mass
Callingham, Cautun, Deason, Frenk+ (2019)



Inferring the Mass
• Combine satellite PDFs to 

give total PDF of the 
system.
• The peak gives !"##

$% , 
errors from 0.16 and 0.84 
percentiles.
• Method tested on EAGLE 

and Auriga. Checked for 
biases, calibrated error 
distributions.
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Callingham, Cautun, Deason, Frenk+ (2019)



Galactic Escape Velocity

Total velocity

Shape of high 
velocity tail 
(unknown)

• The fastest stars in the solar neighborhood 
can (potentially!) probe out to the virial 
radius of the Galaxy.
• Local Escape velocity can tell you total halo 

mass. 

• Leonard & Tremaine Approximation (as v 
approaches ve) :

Deason, Fattahi, Belokurov+ (2019)



Shape of total velocity distribution

• Shape (k) is strongly 
degenerate with escape 
velocity!

• Previous work constrains k 
from cosmological 
simulations (Smith et al. 
2007; Piffl et al. 2014).

• But wide range of k values
(varies from halo-to-halo).

Smith et al. (2007)

Deason, Fattahi, Belokurov+ (2019)



“Toy”, power-law distribution 
functions.
(⍺= density profile slope, β=velocity 
anisotropy, ɣ= potential slope).

• Shape of high velocity tail 
depends on velocity 
anisotropy and density 
profile (and hence 
assembly history!). 
• We know these properties 

for the Milky Way stellar 
halo! 

Shape of total velocity distribution
Deason, Fattahi, Belokurov+ (2019)

Auriga haloes show same relation as toy models: 
Adopt prior on k (1.0-2.5) based on Auriga haloes.

Highly radial 
“Sausage” halos



Apply to GDR2

• Use GDR2 stars with 6D 
phase space.
• Limit to D < 3 kpc (parallax 

informative).
• Model tail with v > 300 

km/s using MLE.
• Bootstrap observational 

errors.

Deason, Fattahi, Belokurov+ (2019)



Apply to GDR2

• Use GDR2 stars with 6D 
phase space.
• Limit to D < 3 kpc (parallax 

informative).
• Model tail with v > 300 

km/s using MLE.
• Bootstrap observational 

errors.

Prior used by Piffl
et al., Monari et al.

Deason, Fattahi, Belokurov+ (2019)



Mass Estimate
• Escape velocity = escape 

to 2r200. 

• Combine escape velocity 
with circular velocity 
(Eilers et al. 2019).
• Assume NFW potential.

Deason, Fattahi, Belokurov+ (2019)
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Systematics?
Grand, Deason+(2019)

• Use Auriga simulations to test Galactic escape velocity modelling.
• Escape velocity underestimated by 7%, total mass underestimated by 20%. Scatter 

larger than observational estimate.
• Underestimate mainly because orbits of early merger (z > 1) progenitors typically do 

not reach out as far as today’s 2R200 after disruption. 
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The Mass Profile
• Cautun, Benitez-Llambay, 

Deason et al. (2019) fit overall 
mass profile of galaxy using 
contracted dark matter 
model.
• Contraction = adiabatic 

response of DM halo to 
baryonic component (see also 
Callingham et al. in prep).
• Data from recent Gaia

measurements, spanning 5-
200 kpc.

Cautun, Benitez-Llambay, Deason+ (2019)



The Mass Profile
Cautun, Benitez-Llambay, Deason+ (2019)

• NFW profile predicted by 
ΛCDM.
• Halo contraction matters! 
• Derived DM halo 

concentration in excellent 
agreement with ΛCDM  
prediction.



ii) Galactic Archaeology



Galactic Archaeology

Aquarius Stellar halos
Cooper et al. 2010

¡ Dark matter halos are approximately 
universal (e.g. NFW).

¡ Stellar halo formation is a much more 
stochastic process:
q Plummeting star formation efficiency 

in low mass dwarfs (and likely  lots of 
scatter in stellar mass-halo mass 
relation). 

q Deeply embedded in dark halos (get 
stripped later).

¡ Lumpier accretion plus extremely long 
mixing times leads to a greater variety of 
stellar halo profiles.



The “Broken” Milky Way stellar halo
• Beyond !~#$ kpc, the stellar density in the Milky Way falls off more rapidly. (e.g. 

Deason et al. 2011; Sesar et al. 2011)
• No break in the M31 stellar halo out to 100-200 kpc (e.g. Gilbert et al. 2012; Ibata

et al. 2014)
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MW = “Broken”M31 = “Unbroken”



A prediction
“The presence or absence of a break in the stellar 
halo profile can be related to the accretion history 
of the galaxy. We find that a break radius is strongly 
related to the buildup of stars at apocenters. We 
relate these findings to observations, and find that 
the “break” in the Milky Way density profile is likely 
associated with a relatively early (∼6–9 Gyr ago) 
and massive accretion event.“



Link between stellar halo and the MW 
accretion history

Deason et al. 2013



The Gaia “Sausage”
• Belokurov et al. (2018) looked 

at motions of stars in the solar 
neighborhood using Gaia DR1.

• 2/3 of the (local) stellar halo in 
a single component.

• Stars as metal-rich as 1/10th

• Extreme radial anisotropy.

Head on collision with 
a massive dwarf



Independent discovery in Gaia DR2

Gaia-Enceladus: Helmi et al. (2018)

Sausage/Enceladus



Independent evidence from GCs
Kruijssen, Pfeffer, Reina-Campos et al. (2019)

GES Sgr

Two ancient massive 
accretion events?

Kraken

Myeong et al. (2018)
Several GCs 
associated 
with GES.



The break in the stellar halo Deason et al. (2018)

Myeong et al. (2018)



The break in the stellar halo
Myeong et al. (2018)

Sausage GCs



How do we know accretion event was “ancient”?
• Comparison with simulations: Fattahi et al. (2018); Mackereth et al (2018).
• Inferences from accreted globular clusters: E-MOSAICS (Kruijssen et al. 2019)
• Age (estimated from CMD) of Gaia-Sausage stars is compatible with 10-13 Gyr population (Haywood et 

al. 2018; Helmi et al. 2018).
• Stellar halo mass of 10#M⨀ , and low metallicity ( [Fe/H] = -1.5) point to ancient (10 Gyr) merger 

event (Deason, Belokurov & Sanders 2019).
Helmi et al. (2018)



Where did the mass go?
• Both data and simulations suggest Gaia-Sausage has a massive 

(~10$M⨀) dwarf progenitor.
• But estimates of stellar halo mass in the literature are relatively low 

(4 − 7×10+M⨀), how do we reconcile this with a massive accretion 
event?

Deason, Mao & Wechsler (2016)



Measuring Stellar Halo mass using GDR2

Separate disk/halo giants using proper motions. Remove dwarfs using parallax.

Deason, Belokurov & Sanders (2019)



Measuring Stellar Halo mass using GDR2

Redder colors.

More distant 
giants = 
narrower PM 
distributions.

MODEL DATA

Deason, Belokurov & Sanders (2019)



Measuring Stellar Halo mass using GDR2
Convert counts of RGB stars to total 
luminosity using weighted isochrones:

(i) Stellar population correction: Relate 
number of RGB stars in given color bin 
to total luminosity

(ii) Volume correction: Convert each bin 
in color, magnitude, sky area to total 
volume.

Assumptions: MDF (mean [Fe/H] =-1.5), 
density profile (Deason et al. 2011). Paper 
investigates systematic influences of these 
assumptions.

Deason, Belokurov & Sanders (2019)



Measuring Stellar Halo mass using GDR2

! = 7.9 ± 2.0 ×10+M⨀ exc. Sgr
! = 9.4 ± 2.4 ×10+M⨀ inc. Sgr

Total mass (assuming Kroupa IMF):
/halo⋆ = 1.4 ± 0.4 × 105M⨀

Deason, Belokurov & Sanders (2019)

Also see Mackereth & Bovy, arXiv:1910.03590



Conroy et al. (2019) recently 
argued that stellar halo 
metallicity should be revised 
upwards.

Mass-metallicity relation of 
stellar halo now looks more 
”normal”.

The MW in context
Deason, Belokurov & Sanders (2019)



The MW in context

Even with increased stellar halo mass, fraction of stellar mass in halo is low 
(cf. Auriga simulations, Ghosts survey). Indicative of early forming halo.

Deason, Belokurov & Sanders (2019)



iii) Near-field Cosmology



Near-field cosmology

Simon et al. (2019)



Reionization, SN Feedback, selection effects
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function measured in the cosmological N-body simulation
of KKVP99. The upper dashed lines show the velocity func-
tion if the e†ects of dynamical friction and/or tidal dis-
ruption are ignored. The analytic model reproduces the
N-body results remarkably well. We have not tuned any
parameters to obtain this agreement, although we noted
above that plausible changes in the assumed initial circular
radius could change the analytic prediction by D50%.R

cThe good agreement suggests that our analytic model cap-
tures the essential physics underlying the N-body results.
An interesting feature of the model is that the subhalos
surviving at z \ 0 are only a small fraction of the halos
actually accreted, most of which are destroyed by tidal dis-
ruption. We discuss implications of this satellite destruction
in ° 4.

2.2. Modeling Observable Satellites
The second step in our model is to determine which of the

surviving halos at z \ 0 will host observable satellite gal-
axies. The key assumption is that, after the reionization
redshift gas accretion is suppressed in halos withzre, v

c
\

We adopt a threshold of km s~1, based on thev
T
. v

T
\ 30

results of Thoul & Weinberg (1996), who showed that
galaxy formation is suppressed in the presence of a pho-
toionizing background for objects smaller than D30 km
s~1. This threshold was shown to be insensitive to the
assumed spectral index and amplitude of the ionizing back-
ground (a similar result was found by Quinn et al. 1996).
Shapiro et al. (1997 ; see also Shapiro & Raga 2000) and
Barkana & Loeb (1999) have suggested that very low mass
systems km s~1) could lose the gas they have(v

c
[ 10

already accreted after reionization occurs, but we do not
consider this possibility here.

The calculation of the halo velocity function in ° 2.1 is
approximate but straightforward, and we have checked its
validity by comparing it to N-body simulations. Determin-
ing which of these halos are luminous enough to represent
known dwarf satellites requires more uncertain assump-
tions about gas cooling and star formation. We adopt a
simple model that has two free parameters : the reionization
redshift and the fraction of a subhaloÏszre f \ M(zre)/Mamass that must be in place by in order for the halo tozrehost an observable galaxy.

The value of is constrained to by observationszre zre Z 5
of high-z quasars (e.g., Songaila et al. 1999) and to zre [ 50
by measurements of small-angle cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) anisotropies, assuming typical ranges for the
cosmological parameters (e.g., Griffiths, Barbosa, & Liddle
1999). The value of f is constrained by the requirement that
observable halos have mass-to-light ratios in the range of
observed dwarf satellites. For the subset of (dwarf irregular)
satellite galaxies with well-determined masses, the mass-to-
light ratios span the range (Mateo 1998) ;M/L

V
^ 5È30

dwarf spheroidals have similar but with a broaderM/L
Vrange and larger observational uncertainties. We can esti-

mate for model galaxies by assuming that theyM/L
Vaccrete a baryon mass before and convertfM
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m
) zrethat accreted gas with efficiency into a stellar populationv*with mass-to-light ratio obtainingM*/L
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The factor is the fraction of the haloÏs virial mass thatF
o

M
alies within its !nal optical radius (which may itself be

a†ected by tidal truncation). For the values quotedM/L
Vabove, the optical radius is typically D2 kpc (Mateo 1998),

and representative mass pro!les of surviving halos imply
kpc) ^ 0.5 ; however, this factor must be consideredF

o
(2

uncertain at the factor of 2 level. The value of is alsov*uncertain because of the uncertain inÑuence of supernova
feedback, but by de!nition Adopting a valuev* ! 1.

typical for galactic disk stars (Binney & Mer-(M*/L
V
) ^ 0.7

ri!eld 1998), (based on h \ 0.7, and()
m
/)

b
) ^ 7 )

m
\ 0.3,

from Burles & Tytler 1998), and)
b
h2 ^ 0.02 v* \ 0.5,

we obtain Matching the mass-to-F
o
\ 0.5, (M/L

V
) ^ 5f ~1.

light ratios of typical dwarf satellite galaxies then implies
f D 0.3. With the uncertainties described above, a range
f D 0.1È0.8 is plausible, and the range in observed M/L

Vcould reÑect in large part the variations in f from galaxy to
galaxy. Values of would imply excessive mass-to-f [ 0.1
light ratios, unless the factor can be much smaller thanFowe have assumed.

In sum, the two parameters that determine the fraction of
surviving halos that are observable are and f, with plaus-zreible values in the range and f D 0.1È0.8. For azre D 5È50
given subhalo of mass and accretion redshift we useM

a
z
a
,

equation (2.26) of LC93 to probabilistically determine the
redshift when the main progenitor of the subhalo wasz

f!rst more massive than We associate theM
f

\ fM
a
.

subhalo with an observable galactic satellite only if z
f

º zre.

3. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows results of our model for the speci!c
choices of and f \ 0.3. The thin solid line is thezre \ 8
velocity function of all surviving subhalos at z \ 0, repro-
duced from Figure 1. The thick line and the shaded region

FIG. 2.ÈCumulative velocity function of all dark matter subhalos sur-
viving at z \ 0 (thin solid line) and ““ observable ÏÏ halos (thick solid(zf [ zre)line with shading) for the speci!c choice of and f \ 0.3. The velocityzre \ 8
function represents the average over 300 merger histories for halos of mass

h~1 The error bars and shading show theMvir(z \ 0) \ 1.1 ] 1012 M
_

.
dispersion measured from di†erent merger histories. The observed velocity
function of satellite galaxies around the Milky Way and M31 is shown by
triangles.

Bullock et al. (2000) Benson et al. (2002)



Imprint of reionization on LF
Effect of zcut 

(when reionisation happens)
Effect of Vcut 

(haloes affected by reionisation)

Bose, Deason & Frenk (2018)

High-res COCO dark matter 

only simulations plus 

GALFORM semi-analytic 

model.



Imprint of reionization on LF
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i) Formed 

before zreion
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Redshift of reionization 

in good agreement 

with high redshift 

studies (e.g. CMB; IGM; 

Ly-alpha emission)

Data from Newton et al. (2018)



Linking satellite LF to assembly history

Gaia-Sausage type events lead to larger number of UF dwarfs.

Bose, Deason, Belokurov & Frenk (2019): “The little things matter: relating the abundance of 
ultrafaint satellites to the hosts’ assembly history”



Future directions: Observations

Gaia: Now (DR2) - 2022 (DR4/5)

DESI: 2019-2024 WEAVE: 2020-2025 4MOST: 2022-2027

ALL SKY

NORTHERN SKY SOUTHERN SKY

Astrometry:
proper motions, some 
parallaxes, some RVs.

Spectroscopy: 
RVs, metallicity, 
some abundances.

6D+ phase-space over the whole sky out to 50 kpc: The ultimate Galactic Archaeological dig.



Future directions: Observations

2024 - 2034

The deepest, widest 
image of the Universe. 

Discover new ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies

Map of the MW out 
to the virial radius.



• COLIBRE/EMP: towards resolving ISM in dwarf galaxies. 
• SWIFT: 10x faster than currently used codes: larger volumes, high 

resolution, better statistics.
• Next-gen GALFORM: still needed for UF dwarf satellites.
• “Mock” observations: e.g. Aurigaia

Future directions: Simulations

Aurigaia



Summary
• The Galactic halo can tell us about dark matter, the Milky Way’s 

assembly history and test cosmological models.
• Currently undergoing revolution in Galactic halo observations (Gaia), 

will continue into era of LSST (2030s).
• To address above goals requires extensive data mining of survey data 
and cosmological simulations. 

Analog of the Sausage merger 
in the Auriga simulations. 
Image Credit: Azi Fattahi.


